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Abstract

Left-handers provide unique information about the relationship between cognitive functions

because of their larger variability in hemispheric dominance. This study presents the lateral-

ity distribution of, correlations between and test-retest reliability of behavioral lateralized lan-

guage tasks (speech production, reading and speech perception), face recognition tasks,

handedness measures and language performance tests based on data from 98 left-hand-

ers. The results show that a behavioral test battery leads to percentages of (a)typical domi-

nance that are similar to those found in neuropsychological studies even though the

incidence of clear atypical lateralization (about 20%) may be overestimated at the group

level. Significant correlations were found between the language tasks for both reaction time

and accuracy lateralization indices. The degree of language laterality could however not be

linked to face laterality, handedness or language performance. Finally, individuals were

classified less consistently than expected as being typical, bilateral or atypical across all

tasks. This may be due to the often good (speech production and perception tasks) but

sometimes weak (reading and face tasks) test-retest reliabilities. The lack of highly reliable

and valid test protocols for functions unrelated to speech remains one of the largest impedi-

ments for individual analysis and cross-task investigations in laterality research.

Introduction

Speech production is one of the most clearly lateralized functions in the human brain. Control

is dominated by the left hemisphere (LH) in 88% to 96% of right-handers [1–3]. Cases of atypi-

cal speech lateralization in the right hemisphere (RH) or bilateral patterns can be found in

large-scale neuroimaging studies with functional transcranial Doppler Sonography or func-

tional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), but they require a serious investment before a

group of 20 participants is obtained. Clear RH dominance is mainly found in left-handers with

estimates ranging from 6.5% to 27% compared to 0 to 4% in right-handers [1–4]. Particularly

in healthy student populations the prevalence of RH speech dominance seems to be limited to

some 10% of the left-handers [2–4].
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Because of their larger variability, left-handers should be the first choice of study in experi-

ments that aim to study correlations of functions. Surprisingly, that is not the case. Most stud-

ies are either limited to right-handers [5] or include a small number of left-handers (because

the prevalence of left-handedness is limited to some 10–14% of the population). A small num-

ber of left-handers is a problem because the majority of left-handers is still LH dominant (see

also[6, 7]) so that the number of participants with non-LH dominance in an unselected sample

can be expected to be very small (some 20% of 10% or 2 out of 100 participants). Indeed, [8]

showed that left-handedness by itself does not predict a reversed ear asymmetry in the dichotic

listening task; such reversal was only observed when the lefthanders were limited to a group

with established atypical speech dominance. The typical right ear advantage (REA) pointing at

LH speech perception dominance was observed both in left- and right-handers, but an atypical

left ear advantage (LEA) was only present in a subgroup of left-handers previously identified

as being RH speech dominant.

Language processing and specifically speech laterality based on fMRI measurements is an

interesting starting point to classify subjects in (a)typical categories for brain organization

because of its strong lateralization and known incidence of RH dominance by large scale neu-

roimaging studies [9]. It is however also important to know how other functions are lateralized

in left-handers to investigate cognitive relationships in healthy individuals. Hemispheric spe-

cialization characterizes many functions such as emotional processing, spatial attention, mem-

ory etc. [10]. The present article takes a first step by relating indices of face and language

processing, together with different measures of handedness, to the laterality of language

(speech production, reading, and speech perception).

The present study contributes to the existing literature in five ways. First, we provide the

distribution of lateralization indices for the three main functions of language in the same sam-

ple of participants. Previous (neuroimaging) studies combined maximally two language-

related tasks in right-or left-handers (e.g.[4, 11]). They concluded that language subprocesses

can occasionally lateralize to different hemispheres or, more likely, to a different degree. In

particular, evidence for unilateral control was stronger for the inferior frontal gyrus involved

in speech production than for the ventral occipito-temporal region involved in reading. The

current study additionally looked at the correlations with speech perception.

Second, all current tasks are behavioral computer tasks. Lateralized behavioral tasks have

extensively been used in the past [12–15]. For vision, the visual half field (VHF) task is used

most often. In this task better performance to stimuli presented in the left visual half field

(LVF) indicates RH functional dominance and better performance to stimuli in the right visual

half field (RVF) indicates LH dominance, because the optic fibers partially cross on their way

from the eyes to the brain. We used methodologically optimized versions of the VHF task fol-

lowing guidelines from [16–17]. A new lateralized paradigm was developed to test reading lat-

eralization (see below). For auditory modality, dichotic listening is the preferred technique.

We used the standardized version of the Bergen group, which has been used in many research

projects (e.g.[18]).

Behavioral tasks are interesting, because they require fewer resources than neuroimaging

studies. They are particularly interesting for the initial screening of participants with potential

atypical brain dominance [4]. Computer tasks are less time-consuming, expensive and restric-

tive for participant inclusion than neuroimaging techniques (e.g. they do not suffer from the

problems of irremovable ferromagnetic material in the participants, noisy environment, and

claustrophobia often encountered in fMRI research). We therefore wanted to explore whether

a combination of behavioral tasks could provide us with consistent individual lateralization

patterns that can have predictive value for the relationship between lateralized neural

functions.

Behavioral language and face laterality in left-handers
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Behavioral tasks are unlikely to be specific enough for high-stake assessment (e.g., to deter-

mine speech lateralization in patients who have to undergo brain surgery), but they can serve

as a quick first screening. In particular, we want to know whether VHF tasks can give a quick

first indication of the lateralization of a wide variety of functions related to language, memory,

emotional processing, face processing and so on. For this we need validated tasks, preferen-

tially versions that do not take too much time. [19] gives an example of a smartphone app

based on dichotic listening, which can be used for screening ear preferences in large groups of

the population.

The third contribution of this study is that we added a face VHF task to the language tasks.

This allowed us to further examine the many-to-many view on brain organization proposed

by [20]. According to this view, face processing elicits a LVF/RH advantage in people who

have learned to read because face processing and reading compete for neural resources in the

ventral visual cortex (see for example [13] for first behavioral evidence in right- and left-hand-

ers). As a result, learning to read (which critically depends on the language dominant hemi-

sphere) pushes face processing to the less taxed homolog brain region in the non-dominant

hemisphere. Given the available preliminary evidence for this view we aimed to validate the

contralateral dominance of reading and face processing in our large sample of left-handers

containing a wide variety of lateralization patterns.

The fourth contribution of the present study is that we related laterality information to lan-

guage performance, as measured with tests of naming speed and vocabulary size. Mixed results

have been reported in the literature. [21] argued that the issue is not yet resolved because

researchers rarely measure overlapping functions. However, even in studies that carefully

matched lateralization function and performance test, inconsistent results have been reported.

[14] for example used word and face VHF tasks and reported an inverted U-shaped curve,

with optimal performance in the case of a bilateral VHF advantage and worse performance

with more extreme LVF and RVF advantages. In contrast, [22] used data from the Bergen

dichotic listening database and reported a U-shaped curve, with better performance for clear

right or left ear advantages than for cases with no clear asymmetries. [23] also found a U-

shaped curve when relating speech production fMRI LIs to a dozen of verbal and spatial per-

formance tests. This study included a high number of left-handers from the BIL&GIN dataset

[24], so that more variability was present in the participants. An aphasia patient study by [25]

confirmed the finding of better language performance with more extreme lateralization indices

in the case of rapidly progressing brain lesions. Their patients were all right-handed and

showed LH lateralization in a verb generation task. Optimized lateralization thus seems to dif-

fer across language processes according to these studies. In the current study we further inves-

tigated the relationship between language laterality and performance by comparing LIs from

behavioral tasks in a large left-handed sample.

Finally, the interpretation of correlations between laterality indices critically depends on

the reliabilities of the indices. Two indices will not correlate if they are not reliable. Therefore,

absence of correlation cannot be interpreted as evidence for independence of function unless

the indices are shown to be reliable. The best way to assess the reliability of an index is to test it

twice. For a well-designed behavioral lateralization task performance should vary more

between participants than within participants tested twice. Lateralization indices in the sample

should in addition have a broad distribution range to be able to represent individual variation

[26]. We therefore invited 50 of our 100 left-handed participants for a second session one

week after the first to redo the language and face test battery, so that we could evaluate test-

retest reliability.

To meet the above aims, the following tasks were included. A first set consisted of two later-

alized language tasks validated by [4] as a measure of speech production laterality. In these

Behavioral language and face laterality in left-handers
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VHF tasks, participants are asked to name words (task 1) or pictures (task 2). Different words/

pictures are presented in LVF/RVF and participants have to name the word/picture indicated

by a centrally presented arrow as fast and accurately as possible. The LVF/RVF advantages cor-

related up to r = .76 with fMRI LIs in a word generation task (i.e. mentally think of as many

words as possible starting with a target letter) in the study of [4]. Everyone who named RVF

stimuli at least 25 ms faster than LVF stimuli was confirmed to be LH speech dominant in

fMRI and all but one participant with an LVF advantage of at least 60 ms turned out to be atyp-

ically RH lateralized.

A lateralized lexical decision task based on [27] was developed as a behavioral predictor for

reading lateralization (task 3). In that study, the authors showed that participants with typical

language dominance named words faster when they fixated the first letter of a word than when

they were forced to look at the last letter. The optimum for RH dominants lied more towards

the word end. Words fixated at the first letter are transmitted almost entirely to the LH

whereas words fixated at the last letter initially go to the RH because of the partial crossing of

optic fibers. This pattern is part of the optimal viewing position effect (OVP; [28]) and indi-

cates that there is no bilateral representation of the fovea but that letters in central vision are

contralaterally sent to the brain instead [27]. An advantage of the OVP technique is that the

words can be presented in central vision, rather than in parafoveal vision, where visual acuity

is lower (and words are more difficult to identify). In the current lexical decision task, we pre-

sented six-letter words and pseudowords that could be fixated either at the first of last letter

because naming latency differences between laterality groups were largest for this word length

in [27].

The fourth task was the dichotic listening paradigm developed at Bergen University (e.g.

[18]). We only used the non-forced condition of the paradigm, in which participants are asked

to report which of two binaurally presented sounds they heard best or first. More reports from

the left ear point at a RH dominance for auditory speech perception, whereas more reports

from the right ear point at an LH dominance [29]. We chose to double the number of trials in

the standard Bergen version from 36 to 72 and to skip the forced conditions in which partici-

pants have to report the stimuli from one ear and ignore the other side, because the forced con-

ditions serve as an attention control for which we did not expect any differences between LH

and RH dominant participants (confirmed in unpublished data from [8] who reported clear

left/right ear advantages in RH/LH speech dominants respectively in the unforced condition

and overall left/right ear advantages in the left/right forced conditions).

In addition to the language tasks, we also presented a face VHF task to the participants. It

was based on [13, 20, 30], in which it was argued that word and face processing compete with

each other because of overlapping brain tissue. As a result, [30] predicted stronger RH lateral-

ity of face perception when the fusiform gyrus in the LH is increasingly used for reading. In

the paradigm of [13], a target face is presented centrally, followed by a face in the LVF or RVF.

Participants are asked to indicate whether the two faces are the same or not by pressing but-

tons. We slightly adjusted the paradigm by using another face database [31], aligning fixation

and stimulus presentation durations with the other VHF tasks we ran, and adding a face to the

non-target side in order to avoid attentional biases. In [13] the VHF face task resulted in a

group-level LVF advantage in terms of accuracy and reaction times in right-handers (N = 24)

and also shorter reaction times for LVF stimuli in left-handers (N = 24). The same sample

showed RVF/LH advantages in a word version of the paradigm. In our study, we wanted to

explore how the distribution of VHF asymmetries looked like for a large group of left-handers

containing individuals with atypical language (in particular reading) lateralization.

Handedness was measured in three ways. [32] found reduced LH story listening lateraliza-

tion in participants with left-handers among their first-degree relatives and/or weak manual

Behavioral language and face laterality in left-handers
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preferences as measured with the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [33]. So, we included

both the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory and a questionnaire about left-handedness among

relatives in our test battery. In addition, we added a finger tapping task in which the partici-

pants were asked to press a button as many times as possible with their left or right indices dur-

ing ten trials of ten seconds each (as in [34] cited in [24]).

The final part of our test battery consisted of three short language proficiency tests. Reading

speed for words and pseudowords were measured with the Dutch één-minuut-test (EMT;

one-minute-test; [35]) and the Klepel [36] in which participants named as many words or

pseudowords as possible within one or two minutes respectively. These tests were included as

brief indicators of reading ability because [37] showed that scores on a word identification test

similar to the one-minute-test predicted more efficient eye movement behavior (e.g. reduced

fixation durations) in sentence reading. [38] also showed that these tests made the biggest dif-

ference between control and dyslexic readers. We added the Lextale vocabulary test to the two

naming speed tests [39]. In this test, participants are given a list of 40 words and 20 nonwords

and they have to indicate which words they know (the nonwords are used to correct for guess-

ing). We used Lextale, because [40] related higher scores on this questionnaire to asymmetries

in a VHF lexical decision task in bilinguals. The current study did not take into account bilin-

gualism even though most Flemish students can be considered as late bilinguals as they are

taught French from fifth grade in primary school and English from second grade in high-

school. The Lextale mainly served as a standard vocabulary test that can be related to differ-

ences in language proficiency.

Method

Participants

One hundred participants studying at Ghent University or a higher education school in Ghent

were recruited via a website from the Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences where

students can sign up for experiments in exchange for course credits (1st bachelor students Psy-

chology or Physical Education and Movement Sciences; N = 68) or money (N = 32). Mean age

was 19.63 years (Range 17–34, SD 3.12). Sixty-nine participants were female. We did not bal-

ance the number of male and female participants because this study focused on the relation-

ship between behavioral laterality tasks. Post-hoc t-tests between males and females for the

reaction time and error rate lateralization indices based on the VHF and DL results reported

below did not reveal any significant sex differences (ps> .24), except for the error lateraliza-

tion indices in the face task [t(93) = 2.31, p< .02] with males showing more extreme RH dom-

inance than females. The language performance neither showed significant differences

between males and females (ps > .18).

Eligibility criteria to participate were: Being left-handed (i.e. report to at least write with

their left hand, no other handedness tests were run on beforehand to ensure a wide variability

even if that meant that a few participants turned out to be ambidexter in the handedness mea-

surements below), having Dutch as mother tongue, having normal or corrected-to-normal

vision, no prior participation in laterality studies and not having any hearing or reading disor-

ders. We only tested students who reported to be left-handed in order to increase variability in

the laterality tasks. Fifty students were retested with the same language and face laterality tasks

one week after their first participation in order to obtain reliability measurements for all tasks.

They were told that the experiment consisted of two sessions, but only heard at the beginning

of the second session that they would be tested with the same tasks twice in order to minimize

familiarity effects. Each session took 1.5 to 2 hours. All tasks were run in the same order for all

participants and sessions in order to exclude order effects between the (a)typical/bilateral

Behavioral language and face laterality in left-handers
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groups. Participants could take a break whenever they wanted for as long as they wanted (most

breaks lasted a few minutes). One participant was excluded from all analyses because he

reported having dyslexia at the end of the second session; another one was excluded because

she had insufficient knowledge of Dutch to complete the language tasks. This brings the total

number of participants tested to 98. The study was approved by the Research Council Flanders

and the ethical committee of the Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences (Ghent Uni-

versity). All research was conducted according to the principles expressed in the Declaration

of Helsinki. Participants signed a written informed consent prior to the start of the

experiments.

Handedness measurements

Students were allowed to participate if they reported to always write with their left hand. Three

other handedness measurements were included. First, the twelve items of the widely used

Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [33] could result in a score between -100 (complete left-

handedness) to +100 (complete right-handedness) by applying the formula

ððL � RÞ=ðLþ RÞÞ � 100 ð1Þ

with L/R being the number of left/right preferences and items with a strong preference receiv-

ing doubled weight. The Edinburgh Inventory was extended with the [41] questionnaire so

that eyedness, earedness and footedness preferences were also measured with four items each.

Second, familial sinistrality was questioned because having first-degree left-handed relatives

has been shown to influence functional language asymmetry for story listening [32]. The num-

ber of left-handed parents, siblings or children was recalculated as a percentage for the current

analyses. Finally, lateralized manual performance was tested in a finger tapping task (cfr. [23]),

in which participants were asked to press a button on a Cedrus RB-730 response box as many

times as possible during 10 seconds. They did this five times with the index finger of each

hand, taking breaks in between as long as they wanted, starting with their dominant left hand,

alternating between hands after each block and holding their hands in a similar position (i.e.

with their wrist on the table). A lateralization index was calculated with formula (1), L/R being

the total number of finger taps made with the left/right hand respectively.

Language laterality tasks

Speech production: Picture and word visual half field (VHF) task. Stimuli. The picture

and word VHF tasks were adopted from [17] and were the same as the Dutch versions used in

[4]. In brief, the picture task consisted of five symmetrical line drawings (a boat, a book, a

house, a lamp and a star) that could be presented in the LVF and RVF. The word task con-

tained 96 Dutch three-letter words and 96 Dutch four-letter words. They were combined in

target-filler pairs with targets and fillers having the same length, being both a noun or adjec-

tive, not starting with the same letter and being pairwise matched on summated type bigram

frequency, log frequency per million and number of neighbors in the CELEX database (ps>

.40; [42]). All stimuli can be found in the supplementary materials of [4].

Design. All targets could be presented in the LVF or RVF, always accompanied by another

stimulus in the opposite visual field. This bilateral presentation avoided laterality effects due to

attentional biases [16]. Each of the five line drawings in the picture VHF task was presented

together with one of the other four drawings either in the LVF or the RVF. All possible pairs

were repeated four times resulting in a total of four experimental blocks of 40 trials separated

by a break. A practice phase of eight trials made the participant familiar with the task. The tar-

get words in the word VHF task were shown once in the LVF and once in RVF, always

Behavioral language and face laterality in left-handers
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combined with the same filler item. There were three blocks of 64 trials, again separated by

breaks and preceded by a practice phase of 16 trials. Both tasks additionally contained 10%

randomly presented trials with a centrally displayed digit between 1 and 9, presented for only

80 ms and followed by a 80 ms mask as a motivation to keep fixating the screen center. Partici-

pants named 99,3% of the digits correctly in the picture VHF task (only 14 subjects made

errors with a maximum of 3/16) indicating that participants did fixate the screen center when

asked. The percentage of correctly reported numbers in the word VHF task was not registered

due to a programming error, but there were no signs during testing that they performed less

than in the picture task. [4] in addition reported that fixation control with or without an eye-

tracking device only minimally influences the results of these two tasks.

Procedure. Each trial started with a central fixation cross for 500 ms. Stimuli pairs were

then bilaterally presented for 200 ms with a central arrow pointing in the direction of the target

to be named as fast and accurately as possible. A 200 ms mask consisting of random lines (pic-

ture VHF task) or #### (word VHF task, Courier New font size 15) prevented participants

from fixating the stimulus in case they made an eye movement towards the target. As in [4],

participants were seated at a distance of approximately 60 cm from the screen. All stimuli were

presented at least 1.6 degrees of visual angle away from the screen center meaning that they

were located in parafoveal vision, even though foveal vision is also found to be split (e.g. [27]).

After the mask, the fixation cross was shown until the participant made a naming response.

The experimenter finally coded the response as being correct, incorrect or a voice key failure.

Reading: Lateralized optimal viewing position (OVP) task. Stimuli. The OVP task con-

tained 150 words and 150 pseudowords selected from the Dutch Lexicon Project [43]. They

were all six letters long because this word length showed the clearest laterality effect in [27]. All

words were nouns consisting of one or two syllables (Mean: 1.86) with a mean raw Celex fre-

quency of 975 (Range: 5–8793, SD: 1622), mean sum of non-positional trigram frequencies of

25 717 (Range: 2129–122 464, SD: 20 592) and mean Coltheart N (i.e. number of words differ-

ing one letter) of 3.26 (Range: 0–16, SD: 3.46). Half of them were fixated at the first letter and

half at the sixth letter. These two lists were matched on the abovementioned variables (ps >

.76). Pseudowords were pairwise matched with the words on trigram frequency and Coltheart

N (ps > .43), and across both fixation position lists (ps > .57).

Design. Words and pseudowords were only presented once, either in the LVF or RVF when

being fixated at the last or first letter respectively. Each cell of the within-subjects Word type

(word vs. pseudoword) x VHF (LVF vs. RVF) design contained 75 trials that were randomly

presented and divided across six blocks. Four words and four pseudowords that were not part

of the experimental list served as practice trials. Digits between 1 and 9 were again included as

fixation control in 10% of the trials and had to be judged as being odd or even by pressing but-

tons (Mean accuracy 95.0%, SD: 5.47).

Procedure. A trial looked as follows: (1) two vertically aligned lines were presented at the

screen center for 400 ms and the participant was asked to fixate between them from the

moment they appeared; (2) A stimulus was presented for 150 ms between the fixation lines; (3)

Participants bimanually pressed two inner/outer buttons of a Cedrus RB-730 device with their

index/middle fingers to indicate whether the target was a word/pseudoword respectively while

the fixation lines remained on the screen; (4) An intertrial interval of 1500 ms. The screen

stood at a reading distance of approximately 60 cm. Stimuli were in Courier New font size 15,

such that each letter subtended 0.3˚ and the outmost letter was 1.65˚ away from the central fix-

ation lines.

Speech perception: Dichotic listening (DL) task. Stimuli. The DL task was similar to the

standard paradigm developed at the University of Bergen, Norway (e.g. [18]). The six stop con-

sonants /b/, /d/, /g/, /p/, /t/ and /k/were combined with the vowel /a/ based on recordings by a

Behavioral language and face laterality in left-handers
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native Dutch speaker (as in [8]). Thirty consonant-vowel syllable pairs were formed by a

simultaneous auditory presentation of two different stimuli, one to each ear. Six homonym

pairs were added as a control that the participants could discriminate the stimuli (and they

could; Mean correct homonym identification: 88.6%; SD: 10.37).

Design & procedure. The current task only included the non-forced condition of the stan-

dardized paradigm in which the participant was asked to say out loud the syllable (s)he heard

best or first. They were informed that they might hear two different sounds through the head-

phone but were only allowed to give one response. All participants were tested with the same

computer with the speakers at the same loudness level. Participants were asked to give a sign if

the stimuli were too loud or too silent but nobody did. All possible consonant-vowel syllables

were visually shown beforehand. The number of trials was doubled to 72 in this study with a

break halfway the experiment. Consonant-vowel syllables lasted around 350 ms. The intertrial

interval was 4000 ms.

Face laterality task. Stimuli. Forty colored photos of faces in front view were adopted

from [31]. They all had a neutral expression. Hair, glasses etc. were removed. Half of them

were female. Masks were created by scrambling the photos with a Fourier phase randomiza-

tion procedure to preserve global low-level characteristics of the stimuli (for more details see

[31]). There was a grey background behind the faces; the masks were of the same size without

any background. The screen background was white throughout the experiment.

Design. Participants were asked to judge whether a probe face was the same as the face

thereafter presented in the direction of a central arrow. There were two within-subject factors:

VHF (LVF vs. RVF) and Same/Different (Same: same probe and target vs. Different1: same

probe and filler vs. Different2: different probe, target and filler). There were 80 Same-trials and

80 Different-trials (i.e. 40 Different1 and 40 Different2 trials to avoid responses being based on

identification of the filler). All faces could serve as a probe, a target or a filler. They were paired

with a different face across conditions. The targets appeared once in the LVF and once in the

RVF. The mask was always the same scrambled version of the preceding face. The participant

could take three breaks in-between. Twenty trials preceded the experiment as a practice phase.

Digits from 1 to 9 were again briefly presented in 10% of the trials as fixation control (Mean

accuracy: 94.0%, SD: 7.64).

Procedure. Each trial started with a centrally presented fixation cross for 500 ms. The probe

image was shown for 1500 ms, followed by a 700 ms blank screen. A second 500 ms fixation

cross introduced the target-filler pair that was only presented for 200 ms, immediately followed

by the 200 ms masks. The inner boundaries of the photos were 1˚ away from the screen center

where an arrow pointed in the direction of the target during the face presentations. A central

fixation cross replaced the arrow during the mask and remained on the screen until the partici-

pant pressed two inner/outer buttons on a Cedrus RB-730 device to indicate that the target

was the same as/different from the probe respectively. The intertrial interval was 500 ms.

Language performance tasks

Three short tests were administered to obtain a score for language-related abilities. The een-

minuut-test (EMT; i.e. one-minute-test; [35]) measures word reading speed by letting partici-

pants read out loud as many words as possible in one minute. The list contains 116 words in

increasing difficulty. A score is calculated as the number of correctly read words minus the

number of errors made without the participant correcting him/herself. In the current study,

the score was based on words read in 45 instead of 60 seconds, because 12 participants needed

less than a minute to complete the list (that is often used in dyslexia research e.g. [38]). The

mean score was 81 (SD: 12). A second test was called De Klepel [36] and is very similar to the
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one-minute-test, except that pseudowords instead of words must be read out loud. Participants

get two minutes in the standard test, but here we chose a time limit of one minute to avoid ceil-

ing effects. Mean score on this test was 62 (SD: 11). Third, the Lextale questionnaire was

included as a vocabulary test [39]. Participants had to mark 60 items as being an existing

Dutch word or not without time pressure. Scores are calculated as

number of ððwords correct=40 � 100Þ þ ðnonwords correct=20 � 100ÞÞ=2 ð2Þ

Participants scored on average 90 on the Lextale (SD: 6).

Results

The raw data of the VHF tasks and dichotic listening were first cleaned before we ran the main

analyses. This involved the exclusion of the following trials for reaction time (RT) analyses:

errors (Picture VHF: 2.5%, Word VHF: 19.4%, OVP: 9.9%, Face VHF: 24.0%), voice key fail-

ures (i.e. no trigger, triggered by environmental noise, participant saying uh, coughing etc.;

Picture VHF: 14.6%, Word VHF: 3.5%), RTs less than 200 ms or greater than 1500 ms (Picture

VHF: 0.5%, Word VHF: 0.0%, OVP: 0.3%, Face VHF: 10.7%) and for the remaining trials

latencies above/below 2.5 SDs from the participant’s mean RT (Picture VHF: 1.9%, Word

VHF: 8.5%, OVP: 2.0%, Face VHF: 0.6%). Only words and no pseudoword conditions were

taken into account in the OVP task RT and accuracy analyses. In the face VHF task, only Same

responses and no Different conditions were included. A few data files were lost due to techni-

cal problems (e.g. computer failure, a badly timed fire drill etc.; Picture VHF: N = 1, Word

VHF: N = 1, OVP: N = 2, DL: N = 1, Face VHF: N = 1, One-minute-test: N = 4, Klepel: N = 1).

Finally, seven data points were excluded upon visual inspection of the trade-off between indi-

vidual mean RT and accuracy (see S1 Table; Picture VHF: N = 1, OVP: N = 3, Face VHF:

N = 3). Data points were only removed for the outlier task. Other data from these participants

were kept, except for the same task in the second session. One more data point in the Word

VHF task was removed because the participant only named 3% trials correctly in the LVF.

Table 1 shows the mean (and SD) RTs and accuracy scores for the LVF and RVF in the first

session of each task together with the effect sizes of the VHF difference (based on the means,

SDs and correlation of both VHFs; [44]) because they may be of interest for future meta-analy-

ses. Analyses reported below were based on LIs calculated with formula (1) to enhance the

comparability across tasks (with for DL right ear reports–left ear reports instead of LVF-RVF

for the VHF tasks with reaction times so that a higher score always represents a higher LH

advantage), unless otherwise mentioned. All individual raw and LI data can be found in the S1

Table.

Prevalence of (a)typical lateralization per task

Fig 1 shows the reaction time LI distributions of the participants for the picture VHF, word

VHF, OVP, DL and face VHF tasks.

Fig 2 shows the same information when the laterality indices are categorized as typical,

bilateral, and atypical. Panel A is based on individual raw differences of mean RT LVF–mean

RT RVF. For the DL task, which does not require the participant to respond as fast as possible,

the LI based on accuracy scores was taken because DL results are usually reported in this form

in the literature. Negative differences below -10 ms were considered as an indication of RH

dominance, differences above 10 ms as an indication of LH dominance and values in between

as an indication for an unclear difference or bilateral lateralization pattern. The percentages

below the graph confirm the expected LH dominance for language and RH dominance for

face processing in the majority of participants, ranging from 65 (Face) to 74% (OVP). Only the
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DL task classified slightly less than half of the participants (46%) as clearly LH dominant with

this LI = 10 criterion. Clear atypical dominance is present in 9% (OVP) to 29% (face VHF).

The prevalence of non-clear typical dominance (i.e. unclear patterns and clear RH dominance

together) is around 30% for most tasks, except for the DL task that elicited more bilateral pat-

terns (in 33%) than the other tasks. Note however that the testing procedure and scoring of DL

deviates from the other tasks which may lead to a different distribution across laterality types.

We chose to report the raw data in this way, because it is the most commonly used method

and thus enhances comparison with previous studies. DL LI scores are often cut off at a value

of 0 instead of 10 which in this sample results in 65% participants with a typical right ear/LH

advantage.

Table 1. Mean reaction times, accuracy scores (in % errors) and their standard deviations in the left and right visual field of the visual half field tasks. The mean

(and standard deviation) lateralization index is calculated based on formula 1 (see main text). Cohen’s d is provided as effect size measure of the visual half field differences

and is based on the means, standard deviation and correlation of both visual half fields. For the dichotic listening task, the means and standard deviations of left and right

ear matches are reported instead of reaction times.

Task Reaction times

Mean RT (SD) in LVF Mean RT (SD) in RVF Mean LI (SD) Cohen’s d

Picture VHF 732 (97) 711 (103) 1.54 (3.29) 0.47

Word VHF 490 (124) 452 (113) 3.75 (6.38) 0.57

OVP 548 (107) 519 (101) 2.74 (3.05) 0.81

DL 22 (6.57) 26 (7.18) 3.53 (12.80) 0.31

Face VHF 498 (146) 550 (155) -5.27 (8.74) -0.53

Task Accuracy scores

Mean error (SD) in LVF Mean error (SD) in RVF Mean LI (SD) Cohen’s d

Picture VHF 3.45 (4.90) 2.18 (3.00) 25.22 (56.71) 0.34

Word VHF 30.18 (19.79) 10.59 (9.97) 49.77 (33.71) 1.12

OVP 8.81 (5.40) 6.14 (3.74) 14.68 (37.49) 0.51

DL NA NA NA NA

Face VHF 17.58 (14.40) 27.16 (15.50) -22.39 (37.97) -0.58

SD = standard deviation; LVF/RVF = left/right visual field respectively; VHF = visual half field; LI = lateralization index; OVP = Optimal Viewing Position;

DL = Dichotic Listening.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208696.t001

Fig 1. Reaction time lateralization indices for the laterality tasks. Reaction time lateralization index (LI)

distributions for the picture visual half field (VHF), word VHF, Optimal Viewing Position (OVP), dichotic listening

and face VHF tasks. LIs are sorted from most negative to most positive scores per task. Note that only the dichotic

listening chart has a deviating scale on the y-axis to improve visibility because LIs were based on left/right ear matches

and not reaction times.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208696.g001
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Panel B shows the distribution based on LI scores for each task. We further chose to calcu-

late an LI limit for the three categories based on the current dataset, i.e. LI scores that represent

a mean RT difference of 10 ms between the VHFs in our sample (absolute LI boundary value

for Picture VHF: 0.71, Word VHF: 1.13, OVP: 0.97, Face VHF: 1.03). A 10 ms/items boundary

stays an arbitrary choice, but recalculating the LIs in this way optimizes the comparability

across tasks within this study. Moreover, an LI of 1 equaled a 14 ms (Picture VHF), 9 ms

(Word VHF), 11 ms (OVP) and 10 ms (Face VHF) RT VHF difference indicating that an over-

all 10 ms boundary is a reasonable choice for this dataset. This is confirmed by the fact that the

percentages in each laterality category barely change from Panel A to B. A difference of 10

reported consonant-vowel syllables from the left and right ear in the DL equaled an absolute

LI boundary value of 21.1. This again clearly deviates from the other values because the maxi-

mum difference is 60 items compared to 1300 ms in the other tasks and seems not appropriate

given that this results in only 23% participants with a clear LH dominance. This is unrealistic

given that we know that speech perception lateralizes to the LH in the majority of people. It is

however impossible to determine an LI limit that is comparable to the LI boundaries in the RT

experiments. Panel B therefore kept the original 10 LI boundary for DL. In addition, we show

the prevalence of (a)typical lateralization per task based on a LI cut-off score of 0 in Panel C.

We believe leaving out bilateral patterns is the only way to compare laterality tasks using a dif-

ferent method given the difficulty of determining universal LI limits. A classification based on

a LI 0 ms/0 ear reports difference mainly increased the number of typical LH dominants in the

DL and OVP tasks. This brings the overall image of laterality categories to a comparable level

across all included tasks, i.e. typical patterns ranging from 65% (DL) to 86% (OVP) and atypi-

cal patterns ranging from 14% (OVP) to 35% (DL). The OVP lexical decision task elicited the

highest percentage of typical LH lateralization but bear in mind that no less than 20% partici-

pants fell in the bilateral category in Panel B. Finally, if we count how many participants belong

to the same laterality category for all task LIs based on a 0 LI cut-off score 26% was typically lat-

eralized overall and none was atypical for all tasks. These percentages increase when only tak-

ing the language tasks into account without the face VHF (Typically LH dominant: 39%,

atypically RH dominant: 5%). These percentages are still far below what can be expected based

on previous studies and the percentages per task in Fig 2, especially in the typical group.

Fig 2. Percentage participants categorized as showing typical, bilateral or atypical lateralization based on their

reaction times. Reaction time distributions expressed as percentages and divided in a typical, bilateral and atypical

category for the picture visual half field (VHF), word VHF, Optimal Viewing Position (OVP), Dichotic Listening (DL)

and face VHF tasks. Panel A classifies the participants based on raw differences between the left and right visual field

or ear. The data in Panels B and C are based on lateralization indices (LIs) that represent a mean reaction time

difference of 10 ms (same values as in Panel A for the DL task) and 0 ms respectively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208696.g002
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Relationship of degree of lateralization between behavioral laterality tasks

Exploring Pearson correlations between the LIs of the laterality tasks, handedness measure-

ments and language performance tests can shed further light on how these variables are linked

in left-handers on a continuous scale. These results tell more about the influence of degree of

lateralization than the categorical approach reported in 3.1. In this section, we will present cor-

relations that test the relationship between the abovementioned variables based on RT LIs and

accuracy LIs together with correlations between RT and accuracy for each task where applica-

ble, and scatter plots to contrast two tasks against each other.

Reaction time, accuracy and reaction time-accuracy correlations. Table 2 displays the

Pearson correlations between all variables tested, with the LIs based on RT for the VHF lateral-

ity tasks. First, the language tasks correlate significantly and positively with each other as

expected even though the correlations are rather low (between r = .26, p< .05 for VHF pic-

ture-DL and r = .38, p< .001 between VHF word-OVP), except for the VHF picture with

OVP task (r = .17, p = .12). The VHF face task does not correlate significantly with any other

variable (ps > .09). With respect to handedness, no correlation was found between the overall

Edinburgh Inventory score and any of the lateralized tasks (ps> .30), nor with the language

performance one-minute, Klepel or Lextale tests (ps> .11) and not even with finger tapping

or familial sinistrality (ps > .21). The total handedness score only correlated positively with the

separately questioned lateral preferences for hand, ear, eye and foot use (rs between .37 and

.94, ps< .001). Note however that this sample only contained left-handers to increase variabil-

ity in laterality so the handedness scores represent weak to strong preferences without covering

both negative left-handed and positive right-handed scores. The one-minute and Klepel read-

ing tests strongly correlated (r = .69, p< .001), but otherwise the performance tests did not

show any relationship with other variables except for a few rather weak correlations (EMT-

VHF picture: r = .25, p = .02; Klepel-OVP: r = .22, p = .04; Lextale-Hand: r = .21, p = .04;

Table 2. Pearson correlations between all variables tested, with the lateralization indices based on reaction times for the visual half field tasks and left/right ear

matches for the dichotic listening task.

Vhf

Picture

Vhf

Word

OVP DL Vhf

Face

EHI Hand Ear Eye Foot Finger-tapping Familial

sinistrality

EMT Klepel Lextale

Vhf Picture 1

Vhf Word ,342�� 1

OVP ,165 ,382�� 1

DL ,262� ,294�� ,356�� 1

Vhf Face ,121 ,120 -,093 -,094 1

EHI -,008 ,064 ,109 ,051 -,082 1

Hand -,018 ,100 ,119 ,066 -,134 ,943�� 1

Ear ,078 ,091 ,218� ,011 -,033 ,370�� ,245� 1

Eye ,015 ,143 ,203 ,218� -,172 ,459�� ,450�� ,256� 1

Foot ,002 ,117 ,143 ,128 -,179 ,783�� ,779�� ,367�� ,447�� 1

Finger-tapping -,133 -,135 ,166 ,051 -,119 ,128 ,199 -,056 ,087 ,085 1

Familial sinistrality ,073 -,005 -,001 -,012 ,173 -,009 -,005 ,043 -,002 -,090 ,005 1

EMT ,252� ,017 ,085 ,067 -,004 -,106 -,087 -,078 ,046 -,050 -,043 ,012 1

Klepel ,197 ,011 ,219� ,057 -,003 -,023 -,023 -,024 ,057 -,106 -,049 ,060 ,689�� 1

Lextale ,067 ,020 ,031 ,135 -,144 ,164 ,211� ,020 ,327�� ,119 -,031 ,022 ,105 ,173 1

VHF = visual half field: DL = dichotic listening; OVP = Optimal Viewing Position; EHI = Edinburgh Handedness Inventory; EMT = One-minute-test.

�� denote significant correlations at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

� denote significant correlations at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208696.t002
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Lextale-Eye: r = .33, p< .01). A polynomial curve such as a U-shaped relationship in which

bilateral VHF or ear differences go together with a lower performance would however not

become visible in the Pearson correlations. We therefore provide the scatter plots contrasting

the laterality and language performance tests in S1 Fig. As can be seen, there is no polynomial

relationship either despite quite some variability in the EMT and Klepel scores (but a limited

range in the Lextale vocabulary test).

Table 3 contains the correlations based on accuracy in the VHF laterality tasks. The in-

cluded DL LIs are the same as those in Table 2. Only two positive significant accuracy correla-

tions were observed: Between DL and VHF word (r = .31, p< .01) and between DL and OVP

(r = .26, p< .05; all other ps> .08). Four weakly significant, positive correlations were found

between the questionnaire data of lateral preferences and laterality tasks (Ear-VHF picture: r =

.21, p = .05; Ear-VHF word: r = .26, p = .01; Eye-VHF word: r = .24, p = .02; DL-Eye: r = .22,

p = .03) and three stronger correlations with the VHF face accuracies (Total EHI: r = -.29, p<
.01; Hand: r = -.32, p< .01; Foot: r = -.31, p< .01).

Third, Table 4 presents the correlations between RTs and accuracy for the laterality VHF

tasks (not for DL as there is no time pressure for participants to respond) to investigate the

speed-accuracy trade-off in each task and evaluate whether both latency and accuracy data

could serve as an LI. The RT and accuracy LIs did significantly correlate in all four tasks

despite big differences in accuracy rates (e.g. on average only 2.5% errors made in the VHF

picture task compared to 24.0% errors in the VHF face task, see section 3; rs between .32 and

.59, ps< .01).

Scatter plots contrasting two laterality tasks. Fig 3 contains scatter plots showing the

most interesting LI contrasts between two tasks based on RTs for the VHF tasks. Panel A con-

trasts the two speech production VHF tasks. Most LIs fall in the upper right quarter of the

Table 3. Pearson correlations between all variables tested, with the lateralization indices based on error rates for the visual half field tasks and again left/right ear

matches for the dichotic listening task.

Vhf

Picture

Vhf

Word

OVP DL Vhf

Face

EHI Hand Ear Eye Foot Finger-

tapping

Familial

sinistrality

EMT Klepel Lextale

Vhf Picture 1

Vhf Word ,093 1

OVP ,056 ,185 1

DL -,051 ,314�� ,260� 1

Vhf Face -,087 ,070 -,090 -,146 1

EHI ,110 ,189 ,088 ,051 -,291�� 1

Hand ,030 ,169 ,108 ,066 -,318�� ,943�� 1

Ear ,205� ,261� ,138 ,011 -,015 ,370�� ,245� 1

Eye ,002 ,239� ,110 ,218� -,169 ,459�� ,450�� ,256� 1

Foot ,189 ,115 ,184 ,128 -,307�� ,783�� ,779�� ,367�� ,447�� 1

Finger-tapping -,033 -,035 ,083 ,051 ,068 ,128 ,199 -,056 ,087 ,085 1

Familial

sinistrality

-,090 ,024 -,124 -,012 ,017 -,009 -,005 ,043 -,002 -,090 ,005 1

EMT ,071 -,035 ,005 ,067 ,047 -,106 -,087 -,078 ,046 -,050 -,043 ,012 1

Klepel -,005 ,169 ,048 ,057 ,005 -,023 -,023 -,024 ,057 -,106 -,049 ,060 ,689�� 1

Lextale ,050 ,078 ,085 ,135 -,152 ,164 ,211� ,020 ,327�� ,119 -,031 ,022 ,105 ,173 1

VHF = visual half field: DL = dichotic listening; OVP = Optimal Viewing Position; EHI = Edinburgh Handedness Inventory; EMT = One-minute-test.

�� denote significant correlations at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

� denote significant correlations at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208696.t003
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scatter plot, i.e. the quarter with participants that have a positive LI for both the word and pic-

ture task as expected based on the literature and the significant correlation reported in 3.2.1

(r = .34, p< .01). We plot data from the same tasks tested in 250 left-handers in [4] in Panel B

for a comparison with the current study. For this study, the VHF picture and word LIs recalcu-

lated with formula (1) correlated with a value of r = .46, p< .001. 77% participants fell in the

LH/RH category for both tasks when taking an LI cutoff of 0 compared to 63% in the current

study. The LIs correlated most highly with LIs measured in an fMRI word generation task

when only taking into account participants that showed clear (i.e. with a 10 ms VHF cut-off)

Table 4. Pearson correlations between reaction times and error rates for the four visual half field tasks. The

speed-accuracy trade-off correlations per task are highlighted in bold.

Vhf Picture Error Vhf Word Error OVP Error Vhf Face Error

Vhf Picture RT ,324
��

,227� ,126 -,221�

Vhf Word RT ,023 ,585
��

,297
��

,017

OVP RT -,040 ,349
��

,315
��

-,128

Vhf Face RT ,135 ,187 -,052 ,369
��

RT = reaction time; VHF = visual half field; OVP = Optimal Viewing Position.

�� denote significant correlations at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

� denote significant correlations at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208696.t004

Fig 3. Scatter plots contrasting two tasks. Data points represent individual lateralization indices (LIs) based on

reaction times. VHF = Visual Half Field; OVP = Optimal Viewing Position; DL = Dichotic Listening. Note that only

the dichotic listening chart has a deviating scale on the y-axis to improve visibility because LIs were based on left/right

ear matches and not reaction times.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208696.g003
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and consistent VHF asymmetries (i.e. r = .76 and .74, ps< .001 for the picture and word task

respectively). Indeed, 85% fell in the same laterality category when taking LI limits based on an

average 10 ms VHF difference in [4]. A similar criterion in the current study also increases the

number of consistent participants to 75%. The remaining panels of Fig 3 will mainly be evalu-

ated based on an LI cutoff score of 0 because of the abovementioned complexity to calculate LI

limits in the DL task.

Panels C and D contrast the VHF word task against OVP and DL respectively. We only

include the VHF word and not picture results because both tasks measure the same underlying

function (i.e. speech production), correlate (see 3.2.1 and previous paragraph) and the word

task is slightly more stable than the picture task (see 3.3). A cutoff value 0 classified 74% in the

LH or RH laterality category for both the word and OVP task with as expected the majority of

participants in the upper right quarter of Fig 3C. Leaving out participants with a bilateral VHF

difference based on a 10 ms LI again helped to increase the incidence of consistent participants

to 85%. Panel D (VHF word vs. DL) only placed 66% of the participants in the upper right

(consistent LH dominance) or lower left (consistent RH dominance) panel. Combining OVP

and DL 0 LI cutoff classifications resulted in 71% consistent participants, mainly driven by the

many LH dominant patterns in the OVP task. Finally, typical or atypical lateralization for read-

ing in the OVP and face processing in the VHF face task was found in 63% of the participants.

This contrast shows the least consistent patterns, presumably again because of the large major-

ity of participants showing an RVF advantage in the OVP task in addition to a low reliability

of the currently used face task (see 3.3). Using a stricter 10 ms LI cutoff did not improve the

consistency this time as expected because only 7% VHF face participants had an unclear bilat-

eral VHF difference as reported in 3.1.

Test-retest reliability of laterality tasks

A laterality score from one test can maximally correlate with a laterality score from another

test to the degree that it correlates with itself. Tables 5 (RTs) and 6 (accuracy) provide the cor-

relations between the first and second session for each laterality task and the finger tapping

task (only included in Table 6), tested in about half of the participants. The RT LIs of all domi-

nant hemisphere tasks correlated more across the two sessions than the correlations between

tasks described in 3.2.1, ranging from r = .49, p< .01 (OVP task) to r = .83, p< .001 (VHF

word). In contrast, the laterality indices from the VHF face task did not correlate across the

two sessions (r = .22, p = .12), pointing at a weak reliability of the task in its current form.

The accuracy reliability correlations in Table 6 were somewhat lower but still highly signifi-

cant for the VHF word, OVP, DL and finger tapping task (Range: r = .38, p< .01 for OVP to r

Table 5. Pearson correlations between the lateralization indices based on reaction times for session 1 (variables in rows) and session 2 (variables in columns, indi-

cated by task name 2). The test-retest correlations per task are highlighted in bold.

VHF Picture 2 VHF Word 2 OVP 2 DL 2 VHF Face 2

VHF Picture ,769
��

,358� ,399
��

,146 -,050

VHF Word ,464
��

,829
��

,437
��

,173 -,116

OVP ,317� ,259 ,489
��

,199 -,209

DL ,338� ,425
��

,312� ,671
��

-,040

VHF Face ,165 ,274 -,082 -,330� ,223

VHF = Visual half field; OVP = Optimal Viewing Position; DL = Dichotic Listening (using indices based on left/right ear matches).

�� denote significant correlations at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

� denote significant correlations at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208696.t005
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= .88, p< .001 for finger tapping that was not included in the previous paragraph). The test-

retest correlation for accuracy in the VHF picture task was not significant (r = .07, p = .67) but

note that only 2.5% errors were made on average. The accuracy LIs of the VHF face task did

correlate in contrast to the latency LIs, though still rather weakly (r = .35, p = .02), presumably

because of the high error rates (on average 24.0%) that can be informative to which side face

processing lateralizes.

As in 3.2.2 we will also express the stability of the tasks in terms of percentage participants

that belong to the same laterality category based on 10 ms LI without bilateral patterns for all

tasks except DL and a 0 cutoff LI value for all tasks including DL. The percentages for the 10

ms LIs were 85 (VHF picture), 90 (VHF word), 91 (OVP) and 68 (VHF face). In other words,

even though the correlated LIs were significant but moderate to high, categorizing participants

as being clearly LH or RH dominant was rather stable across two sessions except for the VHF

face task (a 10% error LI limit for accuracy in the face task resulted in 79% stable classifica-

tions). The percentages based on a 0 cutoff LI score were 83 (VHF picture), 83 (VHF word), 82

(OVP), 78 (DL) and 67 (VHF face; 69% for accuracy).

Discussion

The current study provides for the first time an overview of the distribution of lateralization

indices for language processes (VHF word and picture task for speech production, lateralized

lexical decision task for reading and dichotic listening for auditory speech perception) and face

processing in a large sample of left-handers. The test battery only included behavioral computer

tasks that are easy to run and half of the subjects performed the tasks twice to assess the test-

retest reliability. Language proficiency and handedness measurements were included as well.

Left-handers were chosen because of their larger variability. This makes them a more inter-

esting group to study atypical dominance and correlations between functions. Indeed, if none

of the participants have atypical dominance (which may very well be the case for a group of

righthanders tested), a correlation between two laterality indices says nothing about the co-lat-

eralization of functions (as they are all lateralized to the same hemisphere), but only informs

us about the correlation of the lateralization strengths of these (see also [45]).

Dividing participants in a typically and atypically lateralized group based on positive and

negative LIs resulted in about 70% typical dominance and 30% atypical dominance in the

VHF and DL tasks. These percentages agree reasonably well with the often cited incidence of

about 27% atypical speech dominance in left-handers found by [1] who also used a cut-off

Table 6. Pearson correlations between the lateralization indices based on error rates for session 1 (variables in rows) and session 2 (variables in columns, indicated

by task name 2). The test-retest correlations per task are highlighted in bold. Note that correlations with fingertapping lateralization indices are only included in this table,

not in Table 5.

VHF Picture 2 VHF Word 2 OVP 2 DL 2 VHF Face 2 Finger-tapping 2

VHF Picture ,065 -,037 ,032 -,181 -,144 ,212

VHF Word ,319� ,505
��

,271 ,159 -,329� -,157

OVP ,198 -,121 ,384
��

,265 -,080 ,089

DL ,076 ,333� ,119 ,671
��

-,149 ,094

VHF Face -,006 ,108 -,062 -,113 ,347� -,077

Finger-tapping ,168 -,029 ,256 ,218 ,008 ,876
��

VHF = Visual half field; OVP = Optimal Viewing Position; DL = Dichotic Listening (using indices based on left/right ear matches).

�� denote significant correlations at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

� denote significant correlations at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208696.t006
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value of 0 for their word generation task in functional Transcranial Doppler Sonography.

fMRI large-scale studies introduced a third category with participants who show an unclear

dominance pattern [2–4]. They only report 6.5 to 10% clear speech RH dominance in left-

handers. The current tasks however resulted in about 20% clear atypical lateralization when

leaving out bilateral patterns based on a 10 ms LI difference (except for the 8% in the OVP lexi-

cal decision task). This leads to two interesting points of discussion. First, behavioral VHF

tasks seem to overestimate the prevalence of clear atypical dominance at the group level com-

pared to fMRI studies. The method chosen seems to mainly affect the prevalence of atypical

patterns. Second, the importance of choosing an appropriate way to define categories based on

LIs should not be underestimated (cfr. the discussion of LIs that should be independent of

arbitrarily chosen thresholds in fMRI laterality studies; [46]) even if that means that the same

LI calculation method cannot be used for all tasks in the same test battery. The dichotic listen-

ing task in particular seemed to evoke more bilateral patterns when using a 10 LI boundary.

This does not mean VHF tasks are better predictors of neural language lateralization because

the DL task has been convincingly validated to reflect speech perception lateralization (e.g.

[47]) when using a 0 cut-off value. It stresses that behavioral tasks using a different method

should be treated in a different way when creating laterality categories. Asking participants to

report which sound they heard best does not involve an accuracy-speed trade-off and LI

boundaries are restricted by the number of items instead of milliseconds. The lower percentage

of typical DL dominance may also be related to the fact that the task assesses phonological pro-

cessing in speech perception (which may be more bilaterally distributed) rather than lexical

and semantic processing (which may be more lateralized, as argued by [48]).

Our data further showed that LIs based on reaction times and accuracies do not lead to

major differences. The picture of prevalence of (a)typical lateralization remained the same.

The relationships between functions also showed the same global pattern for reaction time and

accuracy LIs: language laterality tasks correlated with each other, but not with the face task

(meaning that in contrast to [13] no evidence could be found for the many-to-many view on

brain organization which may be due to the low reliability of the current VHF face task, see

below). There were also significant correlations between reaction time and accuracy LIs within

the tasks that measured both variables (i.e. VHF word, picture, face and OVP). Of course,

reporting all results should be encouraged in studies but the large differences in task difficulty

with performances at ceiling level in the VHF picture task and only two significant correlations

between the language tasks based on accuracy LIs seem to suggest that using latency LIs for

further analyses optimize the comparability across VHF studies. RT-based indices are best

when accuracy is high, whereas accuracy-based measures are optimal when accuracy is low.

We also notice that in our study language lateralization did not correlate with naming

speed (words in the one-minute-test, pseudowords in Klepel) or vocabulary knowledge (Lex-

tale). This may partly be due to the low reliability of the laterality indices (the language tests

are known to have reliabilities over .8), although it may be interesting to keep in mind that pre-

vious studies described in the Introduction also found limited or mixed relationships between

degree of lateralization and performance (e.g. [14, 22, 23]). This is an issue that is likely to

require a study with high power or a meta-analysis to be settled. It would also be interesting to

see whether age or educational level influences the correlation between language lateralization

and language performance. We could not test this in the current study because these two fac-

tors were too homogeneous in our sample and almost all participants scored very high on the

speeded naming and vocabulary tests. More variability due to age or educational level could

reveal a closer relationship with language lateralization. The finding that the handedness mea-

sures (Edinburgh Inventory combined with the Porac and Coren questionnaire, familial sinis-

trality and finger tapping) did not correlate with language laterality is interesting as well,
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although it should be kept in mind that all our participants were left-handed. This limits the

range of the handedness variable. Still, it is interesting to know that for lefthanders there is little

covariation between the degree of laterality and language performance.

Despite the abovementioned expected laterality patterns at the group level, the results also

made clear that a behavioral laterality test battery does not yield consistent patterns across

tasks at the individual level. If all five tasks were considered with a 0 LI cut-off score, only 27%

of the participants would be typical dominant overall. One can debate over the exact preva-

lence, but it is known that the majority of people is typically lateralized. In other words, even

methodologically well-controlled behavioral tasks cannot replace the more accurate laterality

estimates measured in neuroimaging yet. This is particularly true for the indices close to 0. In

[4] we showed that RT-based VHF differences become more useful for interpretation when

they are larger, because the vast majority of participants with an RVF/LVF advantage of over

25/60 ms on the VHF naming tasks were LH/RH dominant for speech in the scanner respec-

tively. As a result, behavioral test batteries do not seem to be useful (yet) in clinical settings.

Even for a quick pre-surgery screening testing multiple cognitive functions the individual pat-

terns are too inconclusive at this moment. In the future, patients with brain damage could

reveal unique information about the relationship between functions when tested with opti-

mized test batteries, because this population also shows a wide variety in laterality indices. Sim-

ilar to [25] who reported better language performance with more extreme lateralization, we

could for example speculate that performances are better if a clear separation of language and

face lateralization is preserved because that is the standard organization in healthy subjects.

The low individual stability may in part be explained by the significant but sometimes

rather low test-retest reliability of the tasks. The VHF picture (r = .77) and word task (r = .83)

are close to the clinical standard of excellent reliability of .8, and the DL task had a good reli-

ability above .6. The reliabilities of the new paradigms we tried out show that they are open to

improvement with r = .49 for the OVP task and even non-significant reliabilities for the VHF

face task (r = .22 for the RT-based laterality index, r = .35 for accuracy; see for example [49–50]

for other lateralized face paradigms). In particular, finding reliable lateralized non-speech

tasks turns out to be a challenge.

In order to optimize paradigms we think it is important researchers develop detailed proto-

cols and share their findings, even when these are less neat and convincing than they had

hoped. [51] advised to administer more trials in VHF tasks to obtain more reliable VHF asym-

metries and thus more individual stability. They asked their participants to name five series of

100 four- and five-letter words. However, the time needed for such a test would cancel most of

the benefits behavioral tasks have over neuroimaging studies (even in terms of money if one

must pay for the tester and the testing room). We could not foresee this, but the lack of reliabil-

ity turned out to be the main limitation of the current study. If reliability had been better, we

could have concluded more about the relationship between functions tested by computer

tasks. We advise future studies to first optimize the individual tasks in terms of test-retest reli-

ability before implementing them in a test battery. Our experiences with the face recognition

task further point to the importance of following existing procedures (protocols) strictly. Every

change introduced may have (usually negative) consequences on the reliability and should be

tested in advance.

Linking low individual consistency to the test-retest reliability raises a final interesting

point of discussion. [52] recently argued that cognitive tasks robust at the group level may dif-

fer from tasks useful to reveal individual differences. Experimental psychologists try to find

stable, reproducible effects at the group level with a minimum of variance between participants

(therefore often excluding left-handers, see above), whereas psychologists interested in indi-

vidual differences require tasks with a maximum of systematic variance between individuals.
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These may be different tasks, with test-retest reliability a particularly important aspect for

research into interindividual differences. Stable individual differences are also important in

studies looking for the degree of correlation that can be expected between tasks. If individuals

cannot be distinguished on one dimension measured by task A, there cannot be a correlation

with another dimension measured by task B ([53], cited in [52]).

Alternatively, it could be that behavioral laterality tasks show low intercorrelations because

large networks in the brain contribute to task performance (measured with speed or accuracy).

This may be too blunt an instrument to measure the laterality of functions that are limited to a

very small brain region. Laterality of faces, for example, is limited to a tiny region in the fusi-

form area [49, 54]. It may be that this area contributes only a small part of the VHF differences

observed in a behavioral laterality task. For such functions, neuroscientific techniques with a

higher resolution are a better measure.

Should we conclude that behavioral tasks have to be banned from laterality research? Not

yet. Behavioral laterality tasks based on speech production can serve as a valid, quick screening

method for (a)typical speech dominance [4, 49] and are stable enough to reveal overall lateral-

ity patterns when the tasks are methodologically optimized. There may be other tasks of simi-

lar use, which we have not found yet. For such tasks it is not so much important that they

show a big difference between left and right hemisphere processing (e.g., a big VHF advan-

tage), but that they are related in a reliable and valid way to individual differences in brain

laterality. It will be interesting to see whether such behavioral tasks can be found. Inspiration

from neuroscientific findings is likely to be important in this search.

Supporting information

S1 Table. The supporting information file VanderhaegenBrysbaert_supplementarymater-

ials_individualdata.xlsx contains a table with raw individual data of all tasks mentioned in

the main text. I.e.: Participant numbers corresponding to the raw data files on OpenScience-

Framework DOI10.17605/OSF.IO/Y28HQ; sex; age; mean reaction times and error rates from

the left and right visual field in the picture, word, face visual half field task and optimal viewing

position task along with their corresponding lateralization indices; number of left and right ear

reports in the dichotic listening and the corresponding lateralization indices; global Edinburgh

Handedness Inventory scores and hand, ear, eye, foot scores; percentages familial sinistrality;

total number of finger taps with the left and right hand and the corresponding lateralization

indices; One-minute-test, Klepel and Lextale scores.

VHF = visual half field; RT = reaction time; LVF = left visual field; RVF = right visual field;

LI = lateralization index; OVP = optimal viewing position; DL = dichotic listening;

EHI = Edinburgh Handedness Inventory.

(XLSX)

S1 Fig. Scatter plots contrasting the laterality indices (i.e. from the word, picture and face

visual half field task, optimal viewing position task and dichotic listening) and language

performance scores (i.e. from the One-minute test, Klepel and Lextale). VHF = visual half

field; LI = lateralization index; OVP = optimal viewing position; DL = dichotic listening;

EMT = One-minute-test.

(TIF)
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